Our project for enriching teaching and scholarship in ancient philosophy will continue this year through a series of public lectures, as well as intensive pedagogical activities, at the various host institutions. Events in this series are fully supported by grants from the participating institutions: Assumption College, Boston College, St. Anselm College and The College of the Holy Cross.

The Proceedings of the Boston Area Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy (John J. Cleary, Founding Editor) are now published by Brill. Back issues may be obtained by contacting Gary M. Gurtler, Editor, gurtlerg@bc.edu
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FALL 2017

SEPTEMBER 28, 2017 AT BOSTON COLLEGE
David Horan, Trinity Plato Center, Trinity College
“The Argumentative Unity of Plato’s Parmenides”
Lecture Location: Faculty Dining Room, McElroy Commons
Commentator: Darren Gardner, University of Groningen
Seminar Topic: “Why Does Plotinus Need ‘The One beyond Being’? The Case of Enneads, 6.6.13”
Seminar Location: Stokes North 325

OCTOBER 12, 2017 AT ASSUMPTION COLLEGE
Mark Sentesy, Philosophy and Classics, The Pennsylvania State University
“Genres and the Priority of Energeia in Aristotle’s Metaphysics IX.8”
Lecture Location: Testa Auditorium 006
Commentator: Daniel Shartin, Worcester State College
Seminar Topic: “Aristotle’s Argument for the Definition of Movement in Physics III.1-3”
Seminar Location: Testa Science Center 155 (4:00)

OCTOBER 26, 2017 AT BOSTON COLLEGE
David Schindler, Pontifical John Paul II Institute, Catholic University of America
“Language as Techne vs. Language as Technology: Plato’s Critique of Sophistry”
Lecture Location: Faculty Dining Room, McElroy Commons
Commentator: Max Latona, St. Anselm College
Seminar Topic: “Techne in the Strict Sense: The Connection between Techne and Justice in Republic I”
Seminar Location: Stokes North 325

All lectures begin at 7:30 p.m.; seminars at 3:30 p.m., unless otherwise stated.

SPRING 2018

FEBRUARY 8, 2018 AT ST. ANSELM COLLEGE
Kelly Arenson, Philosophy, Duquesne University
“Epicureans on Pity, Slavery, and Autonomy”
Lecture Location: Dana Center Lecture Hall 1D
Commentator: Susan Stark, Bates College
Seminar Topic: “Epicureans and Stoics on the Emotions”
Seminar Location: Dana Center Conference Room

MARCH 15, 2018 AT BOSTON COLLEGE
Jan Szaif, Philosophy, University of California—Davis
“Eudoxus and Aristotle about What to Praise and What to Revere”
Lecture Location: Faculty Dining Room, McElroy Commons
Commentator: Thornton Lockwood, Quinnipiac University
Seminar Topic: “Aristotle’s NE I.12 on Objects of Praise and Objects of Reverence”
Seminar Location: Stokes North 325
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